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S U ITS & EQUI PMENT
SUPPLI ED BY NORT HERN DIVER
LIGHTWEIGHT 210D SURFACE SUIT
Our Storm Force 4 (F4) is the breathable tri-laminate
drysuit that evolved from our popular Storm Surface
Drysuit fitted with BDM metal zip and supplied in a
drawstring bag.
The stock models have neoprene neck and wrist seals,
with heavy duty latex dry socks, designed to be used
with any Northern Diver boot or similar in-water
footwear.
Available in sizes : S, M,,ML, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
Front & rear entry options available

WATERSPORTS
FOOTWEAR
We manufacture all manner of watersports
footwear, from anti-slip safety boots to wetsuit
boots for warm water use. We also offer a wide
range of thermal socks. Our drysuits can be
supplied with integrated boots or socks.

Tested to
EN 12402-5:2006
EN 12402-6:2006

ARCTIC SURVIVOR

EVO X PFD

Made from Red 500D CORDURA® and rip-stop nylon with a breathable
mesh interior lining and an ISO approved floatation foam core, the Evo
X is the ideal, durable PDF for watersports. It's front entry with quick
release x-lock buckles so it's easy to don and doff.
Designed for water rescue teams, the Evo X comes with adjustable
shoulder straps, reinforced stitching & an anti-slip waistband. With
reflective piping & Refl¬exite® prismatic bands so you can be easily
seen in low light. There’s also a zipped front pouch, pealess whistle,
cowtail & carabiner.
Available in 3 sizes:
Medium - chest up to 106cm/42", weight 76kg (>75N))
Large – chest up to 116cm/46”, weight 95kg (80N)
XL – chest up to 142cm/56”, weight 115kg (>85N)

Great all-round protection. Suitable for white water and swift water rescue. The shell drops
below the ear for extra protection and helmet stability. The split-mould injection process
creates a very rigid shell and an ergonomic “negative draft” shape that follows the natural
curves of the head, protecting the forehead and base of the cranium. Conforms to EN 1385:2012
Size: ONE (55cm – 62cm head) | Colours: Glossy orange, white + red. Matt black + yellow

ARCTIC SURVIVOR GLOVES

NEOPRENE GLOVES

OPTIMUM ZIPPED GLOVES

NEOPRENE STRETCH GLOVES

THROW BAG W/HIGH VIS LINE

SKI/WAKEBOARD VEST

WATERSPORT HELMET

STORM SURFACE SUITS

WATERSPORT WETSUITS

NEOPRENE SKULL CAP

WATERPROOF DRYSOX

NEOPRENE WETBOOTS

Available in 5mm | S, M, L, XL, XXL

Available in 2mm + 5mm | S, M, XL

Available in S/M, L/XL | Colours: blk, red + blue

Available in 2mm | S/M , L/XL

Available in 5mm | S, M, L, XL, XXL

Available in 15m + 20m + 25m

Limited sizes | Clearance item

Available in S, M, L, XL | Colours: black

Available in 3mm | S, XXL

Available in S/M, L/XL, XXL

Limited styles + sizes | Clearance item

Available in 5mm | Clearance item

FLEXI-LIGHTS
100% waterproof & depth tested to 300m
Greater light output from the LED
With low power, high power & flashing modes
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GREEN

All light sticks can be used with the
nylon Flexi-Light Clip (below)

8 LUMENS
DEPTH TESTED 300M

Flexi-Lights available with:
- Adhesive backed 3M™ tape
- Adhesive backed 3M™ foam
- 3M™ hook Velcro backing
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Features
Simple press to operate button
4 Modes
Low power (burn time 40 hrs)
High power (burn time 22 hrs)
Flashing (burn time 42 hrs)
Off
100% waterproof
Double sealed construction
Flexible silicone body
Non-replaceable battery
Depth tested: 300m
Output : 8 lumens
Burns brighter than traditional glow
sticks - up to 3x brighter than
standard glow sticks
Visible distance : up to 3km
5 colours & IR (wavelength 625-635
NM)
Non-sparking & non-heat producing
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The modern alternative
to chemical light sticks.
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INFRARED

WETSUITS

WETSUIT BRANDING
We can brand your wetsuit so
it's bespoke. Tell us the name,
logo or lettering you'd like.
We'll add it to the arm, leg,
front or rear of your wetsuit wherever you choose.

Northern Diver wetsuits are all made from
compressed neoprene. Wetsuits work by
trapping a thin layer of water around your
body which provides some thermal protection.
It's important to get a fairly snug fit for your
wetsuit.
Our wetsuits come in a variety of thicknesses.
A thickness of 1-3mm is for tropical water with
a temperature range of 26-30°C, 5mm wetsuits
are for 23-26°C and a 7mm semi-dry suit
should comfortably cover the 17-22°C range.
Ideal for divers, surfers, windsurfers, canoeists,
paddleboarders and any watersport
enthusiast. Semi-dry suits are usually provided
for trainees in UK water.

If you're doing a lot of
watersports in the UK, you
should think about whether to
invest in a semi-dry or splash
out on a full drysuit.

We offer a variety of drybag shapes, sizes and styles to suit you and the kit you want to
carry. They're tough, lightweight, waterproof and airtight. Our Dry seal bags - Roll top
and the Subsac offer a unique closing system and come with a valve to remove excess
air so you can compress them down as much as possible.

DRY SEAL ROLL TOP BAGS
Our Dry Seal dry bags have a secure
100% watertight closure, the dry seal
creates a vacuum like seal which is why
it won't let water in. Manufactured from
a strong, high quality 420D TPU making
them flexible and durable.
Available sizes: 10L, 20L, 50L and 120L
Colours: red and black

ROLL TOP BAGS
Made from heavy-duty PVC, they're
flexible, durable and scratch and scuff
resistant. The dry bags feature a roll-top
quick-release Fastex clip system which
enables you to securely close and seal
the dry bag.
Available sizes: 12L, 51L and 117L
Colours: red, black, yellow and orange

SUBSAC HOLDALL
Manufactured from the same strong
black 420D TPU that our latest dry bags
are made from. This holdall holds an
incredible 90L and is fitted with the
same 100% water/air tight dry seal.
Completely leak proof this bag will not
fail you in any scenario.
Available sizes: 90L
Colours: black

YKK® ZIPPED DRY BAG
A large watertight and airtight bag
weighing only 880g. The YKK® zipped
dry bag is manufactured from 500D PVC
and has welded seams for extra
reinforcement. Adjustable, padded
shoulder straps and is load tested to
100kg.
Available sizes: 60L
Colours: red and black

RR4 SLED

RR-MAX RAFT

A specialist water rescue craft from
Northern Diver. The RR4 rescue sled is a
versatile craft designed for use in rivers,
lakes and flooded urban and coastal areas.
Its lightweight, portable design allows for
it to be carried into remote bodies of
water, for example in mountains.

Manufactured from 15cm drop stitch and PVC with built
in inflation points and valves in multiple places. The
RR-MAX has 13 316 stainless steel 40mm d-rings, 5 lifting
handles plus another 4 handles on the non-slip floor.
Inflatable is shown in red but the RR-MAX is available red,
yellow, black, green and orange. Team branding can also
be applied.

With an extended platform on the stern,
the sled can help provide efficient
casualty recovery. Stability is aided by the
sponsons and 15 centimetre-thick double
walled floor. The sponsons are finished
with rubbing strakes and have a diameter
of 23 centimetres each.

A cylinder can be connected to the inflatable for quick
and easy inflation, multiple hoses could also be used for
even faster inflation!

Multiple grab handles of different sizes
are present all around the sled, and the
craft is also fitted with 19 D-rings.
The RR4 is very manoeuvrable, suitable for
shallow water and can be paddled, pulled
by hand or towed by a jet ski, boat or
small hovercraft.

LIFEBOARD
Easy to transport and set up, lightweight and
super strong, our inflatable rescue board is
for use when the casualty is conscious and
able to hold on to the board.
Towed behind a personal water craft (PWC),
the board can reach the casualty in a quick,
agile manner, which is pivotal in swift/rough
water rescue scenarios.
In calmer conditions, the board can be used
to swim out to the casualty, rather than with
a PWC, and can be used to carry the casualty
to safety with the rescuer swimming and
pushing the board.

View all inflatables at www.ndiver-rescue.com

iSUP
We're proud to present to you our all-round
inflatable stand-up paddle boards (iSUP) that we
think offer the ultimate in versatility and quality.
Packed full of features, the Aquarious iSUPs are
designed to deliver an enhanced performance for
calm or choppy water.

The 10'6" Aquarious iSUPs are 32" wide and with an EVA anti-skid pad on
the deck they offer an ideal stable platform, whether you're into SUP Yoga,
touring on calm water, paddle board sharing or you want to take on a few
rapids. The Aquarious is light, tough and nimble in the water. You can
even share your paddleboard adventure, our paddle boards can fit two
people on.1
When fully inflated at 22psi, the Aqaurious iSUP can hold up to 110kg
(240lbs), thus offering a feel and performance comparable to a hard
board. Whether you’ve never been on a SUP or you're a seasoned pro, our
paddleboards offer a great product at a great price. Our iSUP design
means the inflatables are steady in water while also being narrow enough
to ensure they don't affect your paddling speed. The 32" width and 6"
thickness combine so you benefit from good rigidity and stability. The
rounded shape improves glide performance making it handle very well
and suitable for beginners.
Our SUPs come with an ankle strap, fin, pump, paddle and bag so they're
an ideal addition to your iSUP collection or the perfect starter kit.

1. Within the maximum weight limits.

